Blog: - Why use a Travel Agent?

Alison from Travel Essence updates us on Why Use a Travel Agent?

DO YOU WANT TO TALK TO A HUMAN? Help is at hand .......

Have you ever searched the internet with the phrase ‘ How to talk to a human?’ It’s a frustrating place to
At Travel Essence they understand that your decisions involve hard earned cash, that your time is limite
The travel agent therapist seems to know the right questions without throwing you in the wrong direction
They don’t make you feel inadequate infact they spin their globe on their table and teach you so much: a
Travel agents are the holy grail which indecisive travellers pursue, as they are well travelled themselves,
Happily on their desk they have space for your dreaded admin that is hidden behind your dream destina
Twenty years ago there was such a rush for everyone to do things themselves online and for direct, easy
The highest age group seeking travel agent advice according to the “2017 Portrait of American Traveller
Even though they have increased use and familiarity with communications, media and digital technologie

For more inspiration or to personalise and create a holiday that is unique for you:
Please call 01932 863300
Alison@travel-essence.co.uk
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LUXURY BEACH HOLIDAYS - Escencia, The Mayan Riviera, Mexico
The Mayan Riviera is the perfect place to relax at the end of a busy itinerary, to snorkel
amongst the brightly coloured fish in the beautiful waters, explore the Mayan archaeological site
of Tulum, or simply collapse on the beautiful white sandy beaches and enjoy the view.

Sited on the Riviera Maya, Esencia is a perfect example of how elegance and simplicity
excels in such a perfect setting as Xpu-Ha beach. The heart of Esencia is the beautiful
'Casa Grande', with its unusual Catalan dome roof overlooking a stunning beachfront
pool area.
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